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Zeefax
B103 - SCR Blower Assembly

Since 1980, Zeefax has built an enviable reputation on its ability to provide excellent and
reliable electrical and mechanical engineering services and solutions to the Drilling
industry in many countries around the world. This experience, combined with a well-
trained, highly skilled and motivated multi-disciplined workforce, based at our own fully
equipped manufacturing facility in the South of England, means that we are now the
preferred single source in the UK for all electro-mechanical projects, targeted mainly at the
Drilling and associated sectors.

B103 - SCR Blower Assembly

Zeefax are now an established supplier of new and spare parts for legacy
SCR cabinets and systems, previously manufactured by Hill Graham and by
other suppliers and manufacturers of similar systems.

An important part of every system is the forced air cooling, which is vital to ensure
continuity and reliability of operation of the SCR stacks.

It is essential that the heat generated during operation is reliably carried away, and Zeefax now
produce a series of standard SCR Blower assemblies which are fully compatible with the blower
assemblies used in legacy systems.

Keep it cool

In order to aid potential users with the selection
of replacement blowers, we have created a
simple form which can be used to provide the
few technical details we require. In this way, we
can ensure that any SCR Blower supplied by us
is fully compatible with the existing assemblies,
and will then install directly into the available
location with minimal re-work required; please
ask us for this form.

If you would like to know more about the
range of available blowers, please call or
email us, and we will be pleased to assist.

The Zeefax SCR Blowers are designed to operate with
voltages up to 600 V @ 50 or 60 Hz (these need to be
specified at the time of purchase) and may be
configured with either Single or Duplex impellers and
with or without base frames.

The Zeefax SCR Blowers can be 
leveraged to replace faulty or broken 
blowers with confidence.
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Application Note Title

B103 - Specifications

B103 - Dimensional Details

Type Duplex Blower assembly 
Motor Dynamotor Decoster
Supply Voltage 600/660 v, 3ph, 
Rated Output 2.2 kW
Speed: 50 Hz 2800 RPM

60Hz 3400 RPM
Left Impellor 64EL
Right Impellor 64ER
AV Mounts 117/118-18
Mechanical Footprint (mm) 605 x 155
Overall Dimensions L x W x H (mm) 605 x 275 x 226
Weight kg approx. 18

Details subject to change without prior notice.
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